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EDITORIAL
Welcome to the Autumn 2009 issue of the Newsletter. As is customary, it includes a report on the
Excursion this April, including summaries of the talks given at the seminar held on the first evening. As
you will see, the event was greatly enjoyed and generated a lot of interesting discussion. Next year we
are going to the Great Trossachs Forest – there is some information about this later in the Newsletter
together with reports on the work that has been done around Loch Katrine so far.
2009 has been a successful year for workshops. The Mollusc workshop held in early October was fully
booked and generated so much enthusiasm that there is talk of holding another next year. Many
thanks to Richard Thompson who organised the event and to Richard Marriott for his able and inspiring
teaching. By the time you read this the Lower Plants workshops will also have been held – these
continue to be popular with beginners and the more accomplished alike.
Thanks to all who attended our events and made them the successes that they were and, as always,
many thanks to those who have contributed to this issue.
For those of you who do not pay by standing order, subscriptions for 2010 are now due. Please
complete and return the form enclosed with this Newsletter. And please let us have your current email address, so that we can contact you about NWDG events.

NEW PUBLICATIONS
If you have written, or co-written, a book or booklet which would interest our members, we can enclose
your fliers with our mailings. This service is free to individual members. There is a charge of £20, to
cover postage and packing, for organisations and non-members. We can also get books reviewed just send a copy to the editor. Conversely, if you would like to review a particular book, please let the
editor know. We are usually able to obtain a free review copy from the publisher and, if you review it,
the book is yours to keep.

NATIVE WOODLANDS DISCUSSION GROUP NEWS
NOTES FROM THE CHAIR
Phil Gordon
As the smells of slowly decomposing leaves and fungi fill my head I am conscious of change in the
seasons. Which is a slightly tenuous link to change and things happening within NWDG. Changes to
the timing and content of the annual excursion were successful in attracting 67 people including
NWDG members, pinewood managers, speakers and visit leaders to Lochaber in April. Unfortunately
I couldn’t be there, but I have heard such enthusiastic reports from the forest and the ceilidh floor. The
breadth of skills and knowledge needed to create lively discussion on history, ecology and woodland
management can rarely be found all in one place as happens at these meetings. A slightly better link
to recommend putting the 21-24 April 2010 in your diary (provisional dates) for next year’s excursion to
the Trossachs – a place where visions for native woodland can stretch to a scale with which we are not
familiar on this small island. Our regular workshops continue to fill to capacity, and a new course on
coring and ageing trees on 3rd March 2010 puts NWDG at the cutting edge of understanding more
about our old woodlands and trees. We are grateful to Forest Research for their support for this
project. Booking details follow (see page 41) and further courses will be run if this course is already full.
New workshops, new members and I hope you agree NWDG is an organisation that continues to be
part of creating new perceptions as to the value of native woodlands. If you want to know all that is
going on, don’t forget our regularly updated website at www.nwdg.org.uk.
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TREASURER'S REPORT
Peter Quelch
See the AGM report on page 29.

MEMBERSHIP
Nicola Hunt
We now have 184 members – welcome to those who have recently joined.
All members - please keep up to date with e-mail! So we can save on paper mailings, we are using emails as much as possible to keep you informed of NWDG news and events. If your e-mail address
has changed or if you have not recently received e-mails from the NWDG, please e-mail
nic@bordersforesttrust.org so we can update your details.
We have had a few enquiries recently from people whose Standing Order mandates have not been
reinstated with our new bank account. If you are in any doubt about whether your Standing Order is
still being paid, please can you check with your bank or with Nic. There is a Standing Order
Mandate attached to the Membership Form which may be downloaded from the Join Us page of
our website at www.nwdg.org.uk.

WEBSITE
Alison Averis
In the last few months I have completely reconstructed the NWDG website. It is now regularly
maintained with an up-to-date list of forthcoming events including workshops, woodland history
activities and the next annual excursion. You can download details and booking forms for these events
direct from the site. There are also links to other woodland organisations. You can find contact details
for the committee members and download a membership form and standing order mandate.
The archive pages now contain all of the back issues of the newsletter from 1974 to 2004 (more recent
issues coming soon) and all of the proceedings from the History Conferences formerly run by the
Scottish Woodland History Discussion group and now run by us. All of these documents are free to
download as pdf files.
The website is for your benefit, so please use it. Similarly, if you want to advertise an event, create a
link to your woodland group, make something you have written available to a wide range of like-minded
people or simply display your woodland photographs, please send material to me and it will appear on
the site, usually on the same day. And as always, comments, suggestions and ideas for improvement
gratefully received.
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NWDG MERCHANDISE
Bryophytes of Native Woods: A Field Guide to Common Mosses and Liverworts of Britain and
Ireland’s Woodlands by Carol Crawford is available direct from Carol. The cost is £6.50 including p&p.
Cheques should be made payable to The Natural Resource Consultancy, and sent to Carol at The
Natural Resource Consultancy, Donald Hendrie Building, SAC Auchincruive, Ayr, KA6 5HW. There
are discounts for orders for 3 or more copies: contact Carol at clc@tnrc.co.uk for more information.
We have stocks of back issues of the Newsletter from Autumn 2003 to Spring 2008. Prices are
£2.50 each including postage. Please order from the editor, making cheques payable to ‘Native
Woodlands Discussion Group’.
NWDG E-GROUP
From time to time we, as an organisation representing the interests of native woodlands, are invited to
contribute to consultations. We are the Native Woodlands Discussion Group, not a pressure group,
and we have members with widely-ranging views and opinions. For these reasons we feel it is
inappropriate for the committee to undertake the responsibility of submitting a corporate response to
such consultations (even assuming we could agree among ourselves). We are a democratic group
and what we say should truly reflect the views of our members. This is why we have set up the NWDG
e-group. It exists so that every member has the opportunity to contribute to consultations and to post
up items for discussion. If you would like to be included, all you need to do is to send an e-mail to that
effect to nwdg-subscribe@yahoogroups.com. Please be reassured that you will not be bombarded
with e-mails from then on. The system is configured so that replies go to the sender only, not to all
members of the group. The activities of the e-group will be summarised in the Newsletter as well as on
the e-group itself, so there will be an opportunity to find out what has been said and done. We'll also
be able to use the e-group to give you advance notice of events such as the excursion and workshops,
but there won't be many such communications each year.

REPORT OF THE SPRING EXCURSION TO LOCHABER, 22-25
APRIL 2009
INTRODUCTION
Alison Averis
This was a joint venture of the Native Woodlands Discussion Group and the Pinewood Managers'
Group. This year we changed the format slightly in response to what you, the members, said you
wanted. For those who wished for a more academic element in the event, we arranged a seminar on
the first evening, in which the past, present and future management of pinewoods was discussed,
followed by an entertaining presentation on the history of native woodland groups in Scotland. We also
ran the event from Wednesday to Saturday rather than Thursday to Sunday, so taking up less of the
weekend. And we seem to have got it right, as we had a super turnout of over 60 participants, which
made for a great deal of interesting discussion.
The weather was great: we had two dry days out of three which is quite remarkable in a part of
Scotland where the opposite is the norm.
Many thanks to Charlie Taylor, Irvine Ross, Colin Edwards and Peter Quelch who were our speakers at
the seminar, to Peter Guthrie, Raymond Henderson, Neil Mackay, David Mosgrove, Gordon French,
Donald Kennedy, Richard Thompson, Mary Elliott, Mike Jones and Peter Quelch for leading the visits,
and, especially, to Ruth Anderson for organising the whole thing so capably and brilliantly. And thanks,
too, to everyone who came along and made it such a good event.
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WEDNESDAY 22 APRIL: EVENING SEMINAR
In the early evening Group members met for tea and cake at the Kilmallie Hall, Corpach. This was
followed by a seminar comprising three excellent talks by four fine speakers, covering a wide range of
relevant topics. The following are transcripts of the talks.
CURRENT MANAGEMENT OF THE NATIVE PINEWOOD REMNANTS – PAST, PRESENT AND
FUTURE INFLUENCES
Charles Taylor and Irvine Ross
Past Influences - Private Sector
The native pinewoods of Scotland have a long history of exploitation for timber and grazing. In 1959,
Steven & Carlisle stated in their review that most pinewoods were still grazed by deer and livestock.
Certainly in the first half of last century deer stalking had priority over woodland management on most
private estates. Even in the 1970s, many pinewoods were still unprotected and some remain so. One
exception was Glen Tanar estate where a perimeter deer fence was erected in 1935. This was
intended to protect grouse from ticks carried by red deer. It was only when the owner saw the effect of
the reduced grazing on the forest that he became a convert to pinewood conservation. It is interesting
to note that new deer fences for the same purpose have gone up recently on some estates in the
Angus Glens and Glen Dye. Unfortunately, there are no native pinewoods on these sites to benefit
from the reduced grazing pressure.
During the period of his field work Carlisle was obviously in contact with private estate owners and
foresters, which probably had some influence on their attitudes to pinewood management, but the
impact of this is difficult to detect. It is notable, however, that within 10 years of the publication of The
Native Pinewoods of Scotland, many of the larger native pinewoods were declared as Sites of Special
Scientific Interest.
In the 1970s, frustration grew in some quarters at the continued timber harvesting and the lack of
conservation management in the native pinewoods. Bob Bunce, in his introduction to the report on the
1975 Aviemore symposium, wrote – “Despite the extensive knowledge of the forests and their
acknowledged significance in scientific and amenity terms, the resource continued to be under threat
because of its high commercial value”. It was not difficult in that period to form the view that the
resource was under threat. Shortly after one of the authors (Irvine Ross) took up the post of Forestry
Manager at Glen Tanar Estate in 1977, a senior manager in one of the large forestry management
companies advised that the only thing to be done with the native pinewood was to “Cut it all down and
start again”.
The Aviemore symposium was organized by the Institute of Terrestrial Ecology ITE and funded by the
Natural Environmental Research Council NERC. The Forestry Commission FC was a reluctant
participant. There was a paper by Roy Faulkner on the conservation of the gene pool and a brief paper
by Calvin Booth which illustrated the limited approach that the Forestry Commission of that time was
taking to the conservation of the pinewoods under their care. Only in the Black Wood of Rannoch and
in Glen Affric could they cite any positive management. Any FC staff who requested permission to
attend the symposium were told to stay away. The only two who attended went without asking. They
were Alastair Scott, who was District Officer at Moray, and Graham Tuley, his assistant at the time.
Both will appear later in this story, which we suggest is more than co-incidental.
Also more than co-incidental was the announcement of the first Native Pinewood planting grant in
1977. This was largely a genetic conservation measure as private foresters were expected to create
Scots pine plantations using native origin plants. The concept of a mosaic of pine, broadleaves and
open space was to arrive later. However, the grant did establish the practice of paying the grant for
native Scots pine planting at the same rate as for broadleaves - which was to persist for almost three
decades.
Around this time the Native Pinewood Discussion Group was formed by Bob Bunce (in 1974 – Ed).
The group held annual excursions to various native pinewoods. The membership was largely
composed of academics; practising managers were notable for their absence. Because of the
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imbalance of the membership, the group was more interested in discussion than in finding practical
answers. In the early 1980s the group widened their remit and became the Native Woodlands
Discussion Group.
Through the 1980s a slow change began to emerge in the ownership spectrum of private sector native
pinewood. The Royal Society for the Protection of Birds RSPB bought Forest Lodge Estate, Abernethy
in 1988 - although the pinewoods around Loch Garten had been purchased earlier. The new
Woodland Grant Scheme in 1988 continued the practice of paying the broadleaf rate of planting grant
for native Scots pine. The area eligible for this grant was confined to “pinewood localities identified by
HM Steven and AC Carlisle”
A change in attitudes towards native pinewoods had been maturing through the late 1980s and the
effect on national forestry policy became obvious in the early 1990s. In 1991 Graham Tuley and Peter
Quelch were appointed by the FC to be Native Woodland Advisors to promote native woodland
conservation to both Forest Enterprise and the private sector. 1993 saw the publication of the
Caledonian Pinewood Inventory which was a review of the Steven and Carlisle sites with a few new
ones added. Also in 1993 the Woodland Grant Scheme introduced the New Native Pinewood
management scheme with the intention of creating new pinewoods similar in character to the native
remnants but in new locations. The 1994 conference in Inverness named “Our Pinewood Heritage”
was jointly organised by FC, RSPB and Scottish Natural Heritage SNH. This time there was full and
active FC participation.
Credit for these initiatives goes to many of the Forestry Commission staff but particularly to Alastair
Scott who was by now based in FC headquarters with particular responsibility for native woodlands and
also to David Foot, who was at that time the Commissioner with responsibility for administering private
woodlands.
In 1991 the Native Pinewood Managers' Group was formed, an idea promoted by the authors of this
paper. This arose from the recognition that there was limited practical expertise left in organisations
such as ITE, SNH and Forest Research and that the Native Woodlands Discussion Group was
covering a very wide range of issues. This group has evolved into a self-help group with membership
restricted to practising managers of those woods on the Caledonian Pinewood Inventory. The intention
was, and still is, to provide a network of support for managers of these nationally important sites,
especially those who were relatively new to native pinewood management.
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Past influences - Public Sector
Public sector ownership of native pinewoods started only in the 1920s with the purchase of areas such
as Glen More, Glen Garry and Achnashellach. This stimulated considerable debate amongst senior
management about what to do with the remnants that were acquired. From this debate came the early
declaration of “reserves”, for example the Black Wood of Rannoch where a Conservation Zone of over
200ha was set aside in 1948. In these early years, much of the FC’s work in the core areas was
directed towards an interventionist and experimental approach to regeneration – not entirely surprising,
given the degraded nature of these woodlands at the time.
This focus on the core areas of the remnants carried on with the acquisition of one of the most iconic
pinewoods, Glen Affric, in 1951. Here the core areas had a focus on sustaining pine, with sympathetic
harvesting and re-planting treatments. This was influenced by Professor Steven’s address on “Native
Pinewoods and their Management” to the 1959 excursion of the Society of Foresters. For many years,
this was the “showcase” pinewood for the FC – none more able at this than Findlay MacRae during his
tenure as local manager.
By 1959, FC had acquired an interest in all, or part, of ten of the pinewood remnants recognised by
Steven and Carlisle. However, under the prevailing policy drivers of the time, pinewood margins and
open spaces were seen as “fair game” and planted up - often with Sitka spruce and lodgepole pine,
neither of which are native species. As a result the structure of the woodlands became more uniform;
potential areas for Scots pine regeneration were lost and, in time, isolated mature native trees became
suppressed by the dense shade cast by the enveloping Sitka spruce. This style of management
prevailed through to the early 1980s.
During the decade of the 1980s, however, the legislative background to public sector woodland
management was changing. The Nature Conservation Acts and amendment to the Forestry Act
brought conservation up the agenda for the FC. Through the 1980s it became increasingly important to
consider all aspects of forest management (timber production, landscape, recreation & conservation).
However, apart from the “core” areas there was initially a limited impact on the management of the
native pinewood remnants.
However, in the late 1980s a growing recognition emerged of the need to take a fundamental review of
the pinewood remnants managed by FC. An internal review conducted in 1991 (led by Alan
Stevenson, Charlie Taylor and Graham Tuley) recommended remedial work to remove introduced
trees from the remnants and allow room for significant expansion. Steven and Carlisle’s work and
maps were used as the benchmark to assess how the condition of these native pinewoods had
changed over the intervening 32 years. The conclusions of this review were endorsed by David Foot,
then Chief Executive of Forest Enterprise (the management arm of the FC created back in 1984).
In 1992 commitments were made in the publication A Future for Forest Enterprise Native Pinewoods to
put the recommendations into practice. This also coincided with the commissioning of the Caledonian
Pinewood Inventory.
A series of Caledonian Forest Reserves were established and long-term
management plans were put in place for all remnants under FC management. An overall target was
set - to double the existing core area of 3000ha by creating regeneration zones over a further 3000ha.
As a result of these commitments, there was a significant re-allocation of funding within FC to provide
adequate resources. Internal workshops were organised and local managers were encouraged, and
became active members of the Native Pinewood Managers’ Group. It also sparked a subsequent
review of native broadleaves managed by FC. These initiatives created a surge of enthusiasm with
programme targets being met and exceeded. Eminent forest ecologist, George Peterken, was moved
to remark in 2004 that the burgeoning restoration programme was “a massive, almost heroic,
enterprise”.
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Current influences
The current influences on native pinewood management are:
The Scottish Forestry Strategy – The Strategy does not set specific targets for native pinewoods, or
indeed for anything else. Instead the focus is on Biodiversity Action Plans, Habitat Action Plans and
Species Action Plans (BAPs HAPs & SAPs) all of which set targets and objectives for native
pinewoods.
The publication of Managing the Pinewoods of Scotland. This handbook was long in gestation but now
we have fulfilled the need for a reference manual for pinewood managers. The content of the book
extends beyond the management of the remnants to include new native woodlands and the restructuring of pinewood plantations.
The Caledonian Pinewood Inventory. This remains the criterion for eligibility for targeted pinewood
grants for the private sector and identifying the priority areas for pinewoods on the national forest
estate.
Red Deer remain a problem in some areas. Deer stalking is still a priority for some land owners and
some pinewoods are still heavily grazed. In other areas the formation of deer management groups has
fostered cooperative deer management across ownership boundaries.
Diversity of Private ownership. The range of private owners has spread to include Non-Government
Organisations including the RSPB, the National Trust for Scotland and, more recently, Trees for Life.
The diversity of owners’ objectives will ensure that there is a diversity of approach within national
policy/legislative constraints which may well prove advantageous in the longer term.
Public ownership. The current drive for Forestry Commission Scotland to create exemplary
management practices on the national forest estate means that the current focus is on biodiversity
benefits. Some key sites, e.g. Glen More and Glen Affric, are used as “honeypot” sites to tell visitors
about the value of our native pinewoods. The 1992 targets for expansion have been exceeded and
active management is being sustained.
The Native Pinewood Managers’ Group is still going strong after 17 years and the numbers turning out
for our annual excursion show that pinewood managers still find the group to be a valuable forum.
Steven & Carlisle. Their book remains a benchmark for progress in the restoration of the native
pinewood remnants.
Future influences
We foresee that the future influences on native pinewood management are likely to be:
The Scottish Forestry Strategy. Historically we have had a UK forestry strategy and UK-focussed grant
incentives. However, since devolution we now have a Scottish focus which opens the way to policies
and incentives which are more targeted to meet Scottish priorities.
Rural Development Contracts. For more than two years since the closure of the Scottish Forestry
Grant Scheme we have been without any private sector forestry grant schemes. Now, until 2013, we
will have the Scottish Rural Development Programme SRDP. Already criticized for its difficult
application system, the response from woodland owners has been slow in developing. It was
disappointing to find that the planting grant offered for Native Woods was initially £875/ha compared to
the planting grant for Conifer Woodland (Low Cost) at £840/ha. The rates of grant for new planting of
native woodland will be revised to £2,800-3,300 in mid 2009.
National Parks. The Cairngorms National Park Authority has now issued its Cairngorms Forest and
Woodland Framework which outlines its policies on woodland expansion. These will doubtless
influence the targeting of areas for new woodland establishment grants.
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Demand for timber. We are likely to see a move to sustainable timber harvesting in native pinewoods
with a few selected sites (FCS, NGO’s) where minimal intervention is practised and monitoring
provides a benchmark for comparison with other management practices.
Pressure for expansion of native woodlands. The Native Woodland Survey is currently in progress and
due for completion in 2012. We expect that the publication of this report will trigger new demands for
native woodland expansion in strategic locations.
Forest habitat networks – Much recent work has been done on mapping forest habitat networks and
identifying gaps in the chain. Bridging these gaps will be an objective of the SRDP and will influence
the awarding of grants. We suggest the native pinewood remnants will provide core reservoirs of
species for the re-population of landscape-scale networks in the Beauly catchment, Strathspey and
Deeside. These may provide resilience against the impact of climate change by allowing migration of
species.
Restructuring of Scots pine plantations. Restructured plantations will in future contribute to the habitat
networks and blur the boundaries between planted and regenerated pinewoods.
The Native Pinewood Managers' Group will still be going strong and providing a rational and robust
forum to allow managers (particularly new ones) to network ideas and influence future developments.
Site condition monitoring - Many native pinewood remnants are Special Areas for Conservation SACs
or Sites of Special Scientific Interest SSSI, and the Scottish Government has set targets of achieving
80% in favourable or unfavourable recovering condition by 2008 and 95% by 2010.
Red deer will always be with us and conflicts between browsing and regeneration and between deer
fencing and woodland grouse will continue into the foreseeable future. These will still have to be
resolved on an individual case basis taking into account the specific circumstances applying to each
location.
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USING STAND STRUCTURE TO DETERMINE MANAGEMENT PRESCRIPTIONS IN NATIVE
WOODLANDS
Colin Edwards
This presentation focused on work that links stand structure with management prescriptions in native
pinewoods. It is proposed this work will soon cover oakwoods, and later other native woodland habitat
types.
We developed this approach by working on the problem ‘how do we determine the appropriate level
and type of management to achieve specific objectives; focusing initially on native pinewoods?’ The
objectives of management are potentially diverse and range from provision of ecological and
biodiversity objectives to more commercial ones.
As part of the process we accepted early on that some form of management was and is necessary in
some native woodland. I would argue that woodland management is like a journey – you need a
destination to prevent you from wandering about lost, otherwise you cannot plan how to get there. The
alternative is to wander about in the hope you arrive at your destination someday. You can sit back
and just enjoy the journey but that’s leaving things to chance. We need to know where we are
currently: our starting point (current stand structure), where we want to be (sustainable objectives) and
how quickly we want to be there (level of intervention) to allow detailed planning.
We also have to accept the understanding that woodlands are not unchanging stable states, but
systems on which influences always lead to an alteration of the variables that make the stand what it is.
This concept of succession is fundamental to many communities. Woodlands go thorough stages of
succession (Oliver and Larson 1996). Stand initiation is the establishment of a new cohort of young
trees. Stem exclusion happens when the canopy begins to close and no new trees are recruited.
Understorey re-initiation is when gaps develop in the canopy as a result of mortality or thinning,
allowing trees and shrubs to become established below the main canopy. Old growth happens as a
result of further thinning, death or windthrow such that there is a complete age range from very old to
very young trees, with a large amount of standing and fallen dead wood. Old growth is both a structure
and process. It is a process / development stage that occurs when disturbances have been so long
ago that none of the trees which ‘invaded’ during stand initiation are still alive. Structure describes the
assemblage of tree sizes and deadwood. Structures can be observed independent of the process
leading to that structure. The appropriate level and type of management intervention suggested here
for the native woodlands is then based on the relationship between the growth and dynamics or stage
of development of the stand and the woodland’s structural phase. Woodlands naturally develop in
complexity driven by disturbance events such as fire, windthrow and individual tree growth and
mortality. These phases are normally identified by assessing the spatial arrangement of seedlings,
saplings, trees and deadwood in a stand using standard forest mensuration techniques.
An understanding of the structural phases for a stand and the balance of phases over a particular area,
or within an entire catchment, provides information on the current stage of development of the stand,
and the direction of change expected for that stand over the foreseeable future. Understanding how
the stand will change structurally over time or through the influence of natural disturbances, provides
information on how the stand will develop over time as a result of various management operations.
Management prescriptions, i.e. silviculture, can then be provided that will help move the stand or
woodland towards a specific goal, be it the creation of habitats, enhancement of biodiversity or
provision of a commercial crop. For example; thinning mimics the process of individual tree mortality in
a stand, resulting in an opening of the canopy allowing individual trees to get bigger. Depending on the
stage in which it is applied, thinning also increasing light availability in the understorey, and increases
cone development on the retained trees. Non-intervention can be seen as a deliberate management
prescription; one that allows the development of the stand to progress in a predictable direction at a
speed more natural for the woodland habitat/type. The consequences of climate change and other
potential factors can also be predicted and management interventions designed to combat potentially
negative effects.
The performance standard is the expected succession of movement of stand structure through the four
main phases of stand dynamics. Deviation from the performance standard is measured by comparing
the current phase allocation in the woodland against the modified Oliver and Larson stand dynamics
diagram. Any deviation from this standard is an indication that natural stand dynamics are not
operating, and that something is ‘wrong’ with the system. The main deviations from the standard are
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the development of a Delayed Reinitiation phase and a Degraded Old Growth phase; both will end in
the development of Non-Wooded Habitat if sustained tree mortality is not balanced with regeneration
recruitment.
A combination of current standing basal area and quantity of large (above 50 cm diameter at breast
height or DBH) and very large diameter trees (above 80 cm DBH), and the state of the vegetation into
which any regeneration is expected to develop, are also needed to help identify the extent of the
deviation. Dry heathland habitats are more likely to regenerate with both pine and birch spontaneously
compared with vegetation habitats that are wet, or dominated by a grass sward. Sites that have high
levels of continued browse damage or damage to seedlings by other agents will also take longer to
develop towards the performance standard than sites that have no damage, or low levels of damage
that are acceptable.
It must be noted that it is not the age of the individual trees that’s important but the structure that those
trees create at the stand scale. Species composition is also less important to define structural classes:
mixed species stands are expected as later successional phases are created and new species have
an opportunity to establish in the stand. Age structure data allows the history of management on a site
to be related to how the regeneration responds, i.e. protection allows recruitment, and open browsing
prevents it.
Both disturbance and protection (fencing) in pine woods have resulted in an increase in new
recruitment 20-30 years following intervention. This, coupled with spatial data, shows us the pattern of
recruitment and allows us to predict where and under what conditions new trees will grow. One of the
problems is the rate of change expected from different management techniques – how long will it take
to move from one phase to another?. Or can we allow non-recruitment of natural regeneration and still
maintain a canopy?
More complex predictions need more complex models and better data; this is part of the work my PhD
student Tom Adams is working on. This work will be of greatest use in looking at the naturalisation of
plantations – creating late successional phase structures from single-aged single species stands.
Random thinning results in uncharacteristically structured stands compared with what would be
expected by selecting trees from the range of sizes available.
The mark correlation function (MCF, which measures the relative size of individual trees forming pairs
at a given separation, compared to the global average; see Penttinen et al., 1992) indicates that there
appears to exist a steady state forest ‘structure’ that responds to different stimuli with an oscillation
about a predicted steady state – but it comes back to that steady state after a suitable period of time.
Work has already been undertaken in broadleaved woodland – although the best information at
present is not from woodlands in the UK. The structural dynamics of Suserup Skov, a near-natural
temperate deciduous forest in Denmark, appears to be maintained by gap phase dynamics down to
100m2. This is a different type of system to that seen in the native pinewoods and will form the basic
hypothesis I hope to test in upland broadleaved woodlands.
Future work will include publication of the Scots pine woodland succession and management
prescriptions, and refinement of the simulation model; to determine the minimum level of regeneration
required to maintain steady-state, and identify which silvicultural interventions are required to transform
plantations into natural structured states (economically). Refinement of population models will look
towards the probability of sustainable stand-level woodland development.
Further work will
concentrate on the impact of management on broadleaved woodland; particularly with the data from
Forest Research experiments and datasets (forest condition) – what level of regeneration recruitment
is required to maintain population dynamics?
References
Oliver, C D & Larson, B C (1996). Forest Stand Dynamics. McGraw-Hill Inc., New York.
Penttinen, A, Stoyan, D & Henttonen, H M (1992). Marked point processes in forest statistics. Forest Science
38(4), 806-824.
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NATIVE WOODLAND GROUPS IN SCOTLAND: PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE
Peter Quelch
NWDG newsletters
Fortunately NWDG has always kept good records of its activities through its newsletter. The first
newsletter appeared in Autumn 1974, and the first twelve were later circulated to members as a single
bound A4 volume. Newsletters 13-20 from 1988 to 1995 were published annually in A5 format, and
thereafter annually in A4 format. Newsletters became regularly bi-annual from Autumn 1998 onwards.
Only recent newsletters are available on the NWDG website, and it would be good to install the whole
series as an archive, as recent members will not have easy access to the early issues [this has now
been done – Ed].

The Native Pinewoods Discussion Group
The first newsletter shows that the Native Pinewoods Discussion Group began with a two day indoor
meeting in Inverness in May 1974. The list of attendees is both fascinating and impressive, as senior
officials were there from Forestry Commission FC, Nature Conservancy Council NCC, and Countryside
Commission Scotland, with more academic representation from Institute of Terrestrial Ecology at
Banchory, Merlewood and Monks Wood, plus Macaulay Institute, and Aberdeen, Edinburgh and
London Universities. Three main pinewood-owning estates were represented, while Fountain Forestry
and Scottish Woodland Owners' Association sent two representatives each. Scottish Wildlife Trust
SWT and Royal Society for the Protection of Birds RSPB were represented, with only Donald McVean
as independent: he must have retired from the Nature Conservancy by then.
Although emphasis was made right from the start on holding informal gatherings and discussions, I
think we would now find that first meeting in fact quite formal. Peter Wormell was there at that first
event, as were Roy Dennis, Douglas Malcolm and George Peterken, who are all still very active in
nature conservation and forestry. In fact Rawdon Goodier’s introduction in Newsletter 2 which reports
on this first meeting notes that there had been a series of smaller and informal meetings with a first
exploratory meeting held at Aberdeen University Forestry Department in November 1970. I was a
forestry student there at the time but was quite unaware of these developments – in November we
were probably getting ready for winter climbing at Lochnagar again! Professor John Matthews had
followed Prof Steven at Aberdeen, and maintained a keen interest in the Native Pinewoods.
Anyway, I am not trying to give a considered history of the rise of the pinewood conservation
movement which later widened to all native woodlands – that’s for another time. But thanks to those
detailed newsletters being available, compiling such a history is made very much easier today. The
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tone of the early newsletters is very scientific and technical, rather bizarrely punctuated by long lists of
beetles for various pinewood sites!
It is clear that the diverse interests in the native pinewoods, including foresters, conservationists,
scientists and landowners were being brought together in a dedicated group to debate key aspects of
their future management and protection. There were no codes of practice in those days, but there was
a wide appreciation of the native pinewoods. A joint understanding of them had to be thrashed out,
hence it was called a discussion group, a term used from then onwards. One of the objectives of the
group was to let members learn about pinewood ecology and management in an informal setting, so
that they would be better equipped when dealing with pinewood conservation issues in their various
jobs and at meetings of other professional groups such as Institute of Chartered Foresters ICF, Royal
Scottish Forestry Society RSFS and British Ecological Society, and really the same is true today.
Broadening the discussion to all native woodlands
The pinewood discussion group followed up the Inverness meeting quickly with a symposium in May
1975 at Aviemore, and continued meeting on the subject of native pinewoods only, until a meeting at
Ballachulish Hotel in October 1977 discussed broadening the scope of the group to all native
woodlands. This was in response to meeting in Argyll and realising that the same sorts of issues
applied to the native oakwoods too, and that the pinewoods were part of a complex pattern of
indigenous woodland types. So the title of the group changed to the NWDG on the cover of the
Summer 1979 newsletter number 7, and remains so to this day. Rawdon Goodier gives a good
summary of the achievements of the group after its first 10 years in 1981 newsletter 9.
Other milestones for NWDG
1987 Robin Callander took up the baton and reviewed the first 12 newsletters – there was something
of a revival in 1987 after a quiet period for the group. (My name first appeared on the mailing list
following restoration work at Dalavich Oakwood!).
1988 A forestry grant scheme was made available to owners under Woodland Grant Scheme for
planting native pine at broadleaved rates. This was a revision of a much older pinewood grant dating
from 1977, and linked to Steven and Carlisle sites.
1990 Administration of NWDG passed from NCC to Graham Gill of the FC.
Scottish Community Woods Campaign under Alan Drever appeared on the mailing list!
So this is roughly the start of the modern native woodland movement, and the topics in the newsletter
and the membership lists reflect this change. Robin Callander wrote more, Neil McKenzie wrote on
new surveys of native woods, while Ben Averis kept up the scientific aspect with biological survey
records.
1991 My first articles in NWDG newsletter: on Dalavich Oakwood and also ideas on hardwood
marketing.
1992 The spring 1992 newsletter reported, in a short but wittily worded paragraph, that the Native
Pinewood Managers' Group started with field meetings in October 1991 in Speyside and Glentanar in
March 92. It was made clear that membership of the new group was ‘strictly confined to managers of
the native pinewoods’. Summaries of the group’s meetings appear regularly thereafter in both the
NWDG newsletter and also Scottish Forestry.
1993 The Native Pinewood Inventory was first published by the FC, later to be updated and improved
by Graham Tuley. The Advisory Panel on Native Woodlands in the Highlands began, and continued for
three years, to be followed by a second three-year Panel on Native Woodlands in Scotland until 1999.
These two Panels investigated and debated many fundamental issues about native woods and steered
the way the FC dealt with them, in a low-key but influential manner. Regular updates and articles
based on the Panels’ work appeared in NWDG newsletter, as many Panel members were also NWDG
members.
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1995 – Scottish Woodland History Discussion Group SWHDG ran its first conference in April at
Battleby. The proceedings are later published as a book edited by Prof TC Smout - Scottish Woodland
History (1997).
1996 First annual meeting of the SWHDG held at University of Stirling. This was repeated in the
autumn each year after that and held at SNH Battleby; 2008 was the 13th meeting. Proceedings of the
annual events were published as SWHDG Notes, now available on the NWDG website. SWHDG only
held one field meeting, to Darnaway in June 2003.
1996 NWDG Newsletter changed to A4 format under editor Gordon Patterson of FC.
1997 Carol Crawford took on editorial duties, as the group prepared to break free from agency
leadership and admin. That year at the field meeting in Lochaline it was agreed that the NWDG set up
as a membership association financed only by subscriptions, and with a committee.
2008 NWDG took over admin of SWHDG which had previously been carried out by St Andrews and
Stirling University History depts. (SWHDG now known as the Woodland History Group of NWDG - Ed).
Annual conferences continue uninterrupted, finances merged into NWDG and many former SWHDG
members joined NWDG.
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Other groups
Royal Scottish Forestry Society
NWDG has little contact with professional forestry bodies such as ICF, but has many more shared
members with the RSFS, which has a wider and not exclusively professional membership. Much
shared interest with RSFS especially after that body developed the Cashel native forest on Loch
Lomond. Scottish Forestry is an excellent and accessible journal with much content relevant to native
woodlands. The latest issue for example has a scientific article on native woodland indicator plants
from longstanding NWDG member Carol Crawford. It also has a technical article on soil quality from
Scott Wilson, who is also a member of both groups. Scottish Forestry regularly carries summaries of
both the History Group and the Native Pinewood Managers' annual events.
Reforesting Scotland RS
There has been regular contact and joint membership of this group, which is concerned mainly with
community and native woodlands, and in developing a woodland culture in Scotland. So this group
takes more interest in wooden buildings, architecture, woodland crafts and non-timber forest products
than does NWDG who have remained predominantly ecological in focus. The journal A Tree Planters’
Guide to the Galaxy was first issued in 1989 and continues as Reforesting Scotland. The two groups
co-exist happily.
Woodland Initiatives
The 1990s were a high point for regional native woodland initiatives and the NWDG has always been a
meeting place for their managers, trustees and others connected with regional native woodland
promotion and improvement. Scottish Native Woodlands has remained a close ally, while many jointly
funded regional initiatives have completed their work. Similarly the Millennium Forest for Scotland
created a lot of additional native woodland projects around year 2000.
Non-Government Organisations NGOs
As can be seen above, even the rather official first meeting of the group included people from RSPB
and SWT, and membership still includes many from these bodies and a large number of other
countryside agencies and NGOs. Woodland Trust Scotland are very supportive with admin help. The
emphasis is still on individual membership and there are no corporate or group members of NWDG.
Community Woodlands Association CWA
The CWA has similar areas of interest, but clearly focuses on community woodlands and has full time
field advisers (many of whom have a background in native woodlands initiatives). It remains to be seen
how this group interacts with NWDG, but really it has its own duties and objectives. It exists mainly for
the burgeoning community forestry movement, and is comprised of a number of local groups, with
relatively few individual members.
Policy groups
Running parallel to the previous Native Woodland Advisory Panels was a Native Woodland Policy
Forum, and many NWDG members have been involved in that and similar bodies more recently. In
recent years NWDG has helped pay towards the admin costs of the Forestry Policy Group FPG.
However, in general the NWDG has tried not to campaign or lobby, particularly as many government
agency staff are members. So the emphasis is on discussion of issues, and not to lobby official
processes, and there is no reason to change this approach. Having said that, the composition of the
NWDG is now more independent and it is not of course sponsored or administered by government
bodies as it was in the past, so should have more political freedom than hitherto. It seems useful to
have a link to the FPG so that members can raise areas of concern regarding policies affecting native
woodlands directly with the people on that group.
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Specialist groups
As the native woodland movement has developed, there has been a natural progression for allied but
more specialist groups to set up as the need arises, either locally or nationally. The Montane Scrub
Action Group continues to promote that habitat and periodically publishes the Scrubbers News. A
Highland Aspen Group was formed more recently in Speyside and remains very active, publishing
HAG News. The Continuous Cover Forestry Group has been active on that aspect of near-natural
forestry for many years, though perhaps had more in common with RSFS members than our own.
North England
It should be noted that NWDG has always included North England in its membership area and does
have some Cumbrian members. Coppice Association North West is a traditional woodland craft group
in Cumbria with which we have regular contacts, and NWDG meetings have been held in Cumbria
every so often.
The Future for NWDG
I certainly wouldn’t like to forecast the future of any woodland group other than our own. Membership
will continue if people find a group interesting and informative, but not otherwise. The group needs to
reward the hard pressed self-employed who now make up much of the admin committee, a big change
from the earlier days when the agencies looked after all admin costs. We have experience that quality
of events and publications is high when contributors are motivated and rewarded, so the use of
honoraria and payment (linked to performance) must continue and will bring benefits. We should also
fundraise in consideration of the public benefits we deliver on behalf of the nature and forestry
agencies. Events and projects must at least wash their face and should aim to produce a small surplus
to funds.
Not all members of NWDG (or those of any other group) attend field meetings, and instead judge the
group by its publications. I would say that is less true of NWDG which has a strong field element and
specialist groupings within it particularly on lower plants, who faithfully attend low-priced courses and
workshops year after year. It is important to keep attracting young members and NWDG has a good
record of welcoming young people.
The woodland history group now within NWDG is a specialism and less interested in having field
meetings. As long as we can break even with the costs of an annual history conference I don’t see why
this will not continue indefinitely. There is always plenty of new research and information to fill a day’s
talks for members. In addition two woodland archaeology workshops have been run in recent years,
and more may be organised in future.
There is probably not a place for a national woodland crafts grouping in Scotland, and unsuccessful
attempts have been made in the past to set up a Coppice Association branch for example. Probably
woodland crafts, small scale sawmilling, and non-timber forest products development are best handled
locally, and promoted by CWA and RS while Association of Scottish Hardwood Sawmillers champions
the cause of small-scale hardwood sawmillers.
There has been a limited amount of foreign travel in the past, e.g. the tour to Italy, and more foreign
tours should perhaps be planned, though it is easier and cheaper to direct those interested to the
excellent programme from the Arch Network. However there is much to be said for a group who
already know each other and with a specific theme in mind to venture abroad under a NWDG banner.
Artistic, musical and dramatic opportunities occur at each year’s annual event, but it takes a lot of work
to organise rehearsals, mainly because we are a national group and very dispersed. It has not been
possible to repeat anything like the play we did at Braemar in 2004.
One area that NWDG has debated half-heartedly in the past is land or building ownership. Land
ownership, such as owning a woodland, is at first attractive but would raise many difficult issues for
NWDG considering its informal membership and constitution. Even leasing land or forest would need a
different approach. I feel that land owning should perhaps be left to community woodland groups or to
independent local syndicates as already exist among some NWDG members. Building ownership is
another story, as a ‘club hut’ would offer a lot of benefits to members to meet up in a rural wooded area
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and discuss/visit/enjoy that environment in a more settled way than is possible through constantly
moving annual three-day visits. We have talked about building a log cabin before, without any progress
on where to find a site to do so. Finding a suitable site with planning permission would involve land
ownership or leasing, which would need carefully looking into. However a log cabin in the woods would
give opportunities for holding a range of workshops, music, art, botany, or just for personal quiet and
study. Recently a new idea has come through the history group, which has archaeologists and historic
building specialists in its membership, of obtaining and restoring a historic building as a club meeting
centre. This would need careful negotiation with a landowner to obtain a favourable lease for informal
club members' use, and restoring if need be. This option is currently being investigated.
This concluded the evening’s talks and the group expressed thanks to the speakers and to Richard
Thompson, who chaired the session.

THURSDAY 23 APRIL: CONA GLEN
Charlie Taylor
History
Steven and Carlisle noted in their entries for the Ardgour pinewoods that the earliest records of
pinewoods in this region dated back to the seventeenth century when the land was owned by the
Macleans of Ardgour. Extensive pinewoods were noted in Cona Glen and Glen Scaddle. At that time
the pinewoods were being exploited and logs floated down the river to the sea, where sawn timber and
masts were loaded on to ships.
In the eighteenth century there was estimated to be about 1000 acres of pine, oak and other tree
species in Ardgour. Much of the oak was thought to have been coppiced – probably back into prehistory. This would have been used for a number of purposes - most notably house construction, which
would have required approximately 2000 poles for a typical 10m long house.
This gathered pace through the 18th century with the development of charcoal production for the iron
blast furnace at Bonawe (Taynuilt) and for the supply of oak bark to the tanning industry in Glasgow
and northern England. This would have affected the Ardgour area from around 1760 and continued
into the middle of the 19th century – 23 charcoal burners were recorded in the 1841 census for Cona
Glen. This work gradually transferred from Cumbrian supervisors and workers to local people, as skills
were passed on. Typically, these woods were placed on a 25 year rotation and charcoal produced on
site at the myriad of charcoal platforms (normally 7-8m in diameter) found in the area. These are
found regularly spaced through the woodlands – often at 50m centres.
There also is evidence of oak planting in Doire Driseach, where maiden oak trees are present within an
old exclosure dyke. This dyke dates back to 1815, but the trees appear younger than that and may
reflect a final flourish of oak management activity in the mid-19th century before the charcoal and
tanning trade ceased on the west coast. The name “doire” also supports the concept that this area
was planted*.

NWDG members in Doire Driseach, Cona Glen. Photo by Alison Averis
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The area north of Glen Scaddle was sold by the Macleans to Lord Morton around about 1860. This
area includes the majority of the Ardgour pinewoods and it became known as Conaglen Estate. From
that time, deer and sheep numbers increased but felling in the pinewoods ceased.
Jock Carlisle measured the pine as being over 140 years old, the oldest being 210. A few groups were
recorded between 90 and 140 years, but younger trees were uncommon and confined to the sides of
streams and below cliffs. It was also noted that, at that time (the 1950s), there was no current natural
regeneration.
In more recent years the estate was sold to Michael Mason in 1952 and then, in the 1960s, to the
Guthrie family who still own it. The Guthries have expanded the woodlands and now have over 2000
hectares (58% plantations and 42% native woodlands) and the sheep stock have also been removed.
More recently the pinewoods have been designated as a SAC and SSSI and the Cona Glen stands
(the major part of the Ardgour pinewoods) have been registered as a native pinewood seed source.
* A further check on this following the debate in the field suggests that “coille” tends to be used to
describe a wood or forest and “doire” tends to be used to describe a grove or a clump (but can
sometimes be used for a plantation).
Current objectives
Peter Guthrie (estate owner) and Raymond Henderson (Bidwells – the estate’s forestry consultant)
explained that the primary objective for Conaglen Estate is sporting – primarily red deer stalking, which
is the main source of employment on the estate. The native woodlands on the estate are seen as a
valuable asset in provide good wintering ground for the red deer, as well as providing an amenity value
for the estate.
Current management issues
Regeneration – Neil McKay (Bidwells) described the issues over extending the native woodlands in the
glen within the context of significant deer populations. In the broadleaved woodlands at the bottom of
the glen, the decision was taken to create exclosures adjacent to the main areas and encompass
scattered trees. This allows regeneration of the mainly light-demanding species on to open ground
without having to break up the canopy of the mature stands. These have a long life still (particularly
the oak), so the approach taken enables an increase in the overall area of native woodland while
retaining deer wintering in the older stands. In the exclosures there is evidence of good levels of
regeneration of birch, plus some oak, hawthorn, ash and holly. As these are large exclosures there is
ongoing browsing from roe deer.

Birch regeneration in broadleaved exclosure, Cona Glen. Photo by Ian Collier
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In the pinewoods, after some early scarification attempts, the estate established two deer-fenced
exclosures in 1990 under the pinewood scheme. This followed a visit by Peter Guthrie’s father to Glen
Affric, where advice from Finlay Macrae suggested that a process of cyclical exclosure would be the
best way forward to secure the future of the pinewood while allowing ongoing provision of wintering for
deer. The exclosures were adjacent to the main remnants and pine of local origin was planted
following ploughing. This has since been supplemented by natural regeneration of birch and pine.
There is no significant regeneration outwith the exclosures, due to grazing pressure.

Pinewood in Cona Glen. Photo by Charlie Taylor

Fencing – two-thirds of the deer fence has been removed from around one of the pinewood exclosures
this spring and a new fence erected to close off the residual area. This followed considerable debate
over the scale of removal i.e. too large risked over-exposure to potential damage for the young trees,
too small risked greater pressure from deer and increased levels of damage. This is regarded as a trial
to test when other fences can be removed. Evidence from Glen Derry (Mar Lodge) suggests that any
trees with a diameter of less than 8cm are vulnerable to being killed by bark stripping by red deer. As
the majority of trees in the now unfenced area are thought to be at least 14cm, this should not prove to
be too problematic. Black grouse are occasionally seen in the glen, but their infrequent presence has
not warranted the need for marking the remaining fences.
Deer – the mature pine and broadleaved stands provide valuable wintering ground for the red deer
herd and are seen as an essential part of the strategy for maintaining the sporting value of the estate.
Roe deer require ongoing control within the exclosures to ensure recruitment of a wide range of
species. The current plan of cyclical exclosure will increase the overall area of native woodland on the
estate, but will also mean that the ground vegetation will only be fully developed within the protected
areas.
Grant support – past grant support, via schemes such as the pinewood scheme, have enabled many
successful natural regeneration projects and established new native woodlands. However, there are
concerns over the new Scottish Rural Development Programme (SRDP). Although rates have been
recently increased for new planting, there are real worries over the change for natural regeneration
targets from 1100 trees/ha to 1600 trees/ha – but also to be evenly distributed across the whole site.
This is likely to reduce the number of schemes coming through, particularly in the west where natural
regeneration tends to be patchier.
The future
Given the present management objectives for the estate, the current practice of exclosure (hopefully
on a cyclical basis into the future) is the best approach to securing a more varied age structure over
time. In the next five to twenty years, it is likely that the existing fences can be removed and a new set
of exclosures established. Some fixed-point photography would also give inexpensive evidence to help
monitor changes over time and provide a useful reference for future management.
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THURSDAY 23 APRIL: DOIRE DONN
Alison Averis (using information from Donald Kennedy)
Picture the scene. The West Highlands, on a still, perfect, golden day in spring. A cuckoo calls in the
sunlit woods. The scent of salt and seaweed mingles with peat and bog myrtle in the soft breeze, as
the tide withdraws down the long length of Loch Linnhe. And in the middle of all this peace, under the
new leaves of the trees, is violence and destruction.
This visit really broke the ice of the excursion. We had had a formal indoor seminar, then a thoughtful
visit to Cona Glen and then, late on this beautiful sunny spring afternoon, we descended from the bus
at the Doire Donn Wildlife Reserve to be met by two grinning, enthusiastic, tooled-up Rhododendron
slayers who left us in no doubt that this next bit was going to be great fun. And so it proved. Donald
Kennedy and Gordon French demonstrated their simple but highly effective method of eradicating
Rhododendron from woodland using no more than body weight and a couple of basic tools: a treesurgeons’ pull-saw to cut through stems and roots, and a hammer to break the roots of smaller plants
and destroy the buds on the root-collars of any snapped or cut stems. The method of pulling the plants
to pieces, heaving out the roots and battering the remains into oblivion was described and
demonstrated with great style and vigour, and it wasn’t long before the members of the group were
seizing hammers and joining in. Not that there was a great deal to be done at this site. The Doire
Donn was almost cleared of mature Rhododendron by Gordon and Donald between 2001 and 2004, so
all that remain to be dealt with are the inevitable seedlings sprouting up from the seed bank.

Would you trust this man with your rhododendrons….? Photo by Charlie Taylor

Here is Donald’s summary of the work in this wildlife reserve:
“2001 & 2002: Gordon French arrives! He is on a 6-week contract with the Scottish Wildlife Trust [who
manage the Reserve – Ed] as Seasonal Butterfly Surveyor. He worked on Rhododendrons when the
weather was too poor for butterfly monitoring. He began by uprooting satellite plants (mainly seedlings
and small plants) across the entire site, narrowing the infestation down to leave only the main, most
dense, mature stands. Then he discovered that he could dismantle some bigger individual plants
surprisingly easily, using only a bow saw when required, and either uproot entire stems with root
connections or lever them off their root systems with all or most of their root-collars (and therefore budbearing material) intact. Any stumps left with buds were mulched with immediately-local material (leaf
litter, etc.) and their own brash. This appeared to finish off the majority of them. Highly efficient.
Effective. ‘Green’.
“2003: The ground covered in previous years was gone over again to remove new recruits and any
missed plants. Most stumps were dead, but any shoots that had managed to push through the brash
mulches from surviving stumps were broken off. This proved easy, quick, efficient and (mainly)
effective, but has now been improved upon (see later). The biggest problem was the number of new
seedlings emerging, especially in the ravine at the SW corner of the reserve where mature plants
remained untreated just outside the boundary, and along the roadsides. Some 60% of the dense
stands remaining were tackled this year, in the same way as before. Only some of the biggest stems
couldn’t be levered out, or off their root bases, and were cut down at ground level. These were heavily
mulched, where possible. There was no stopping the man now!”
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The two doughty slayers went on to refine their methods, working in various local sites. Here’s Donald
again:
“Tree-surgeons’ pull saws (one for stems & another for roots) were trialled at Barr in NW Morvern for
the first time – proving to be perfect for the job. Crowbars were also trialled for some extra leverage,
but were a pain in the ass. They were rarely of benefit, couldn’t easily be carried, were often ‘lost’ and
had always to be retrieved from where they were left (usually over rough ground & brash piles, etc)
when wanted. Another new tool was introduced here in 2008 – the humble hammer. This proved ideal
to snap the roots of small plants before uprooting them (with minimal disturbance to other vegetation)
and for destroying all buds on root collars (of any cut or snapped stems) in follow-up work. It has now
become the tool for follow-up operations.
“The method has proved to be absolutely ideal for big and/or remote sites - since every tool can be
easily carried (on one’s person – leaving hands free) at all times, and all shapes and sizes of plants or
stands (except on cliffs!), can be killed outright whenever they are encountered. You ‘survey’ and kill
plants on the same visit.”
By the time we got back on the bus everyone was smiling: many thanks to Gordon and Donald for such
an educational and enjoyable demonstration.

NWDG members enjoy the cheery demonstration. Photo by Sarah Toulson

See the ‘Advice’ page on our website www.nwdg.org.uk for the full version of Donald’s account of the
method, together with a formal assessment by the Forestry Commission Scotland and details of
training in the use of the method – Ed.
FRIDAY 24 APRIL: LOCH SHIEL – CALLOP WOODS
Gordon Gray-Stephens
The star of Day Two 2 was the Sileas cruise boat, taking a day off from the usual routine: “spot an
eagle or your money back”, for the slightly easier offer of “spot a tree or your money back”. After a
thorough drenching in the car park, and the opportunity of providing the entertainment through the
dining room window for breakfasting residents of Glenfinnan House Hotel, we boarded the good ship
for a gentle journey as a deck passenger. Fortunately the rain eased before the Goretex was too
severely tested.
The first inspection of the day brought an introduction to the National Forest Estate’s holding on the
south side of Loch Shiel, while we admired the best bit of that holding, the 70 hectares of remnant west
coast pinewood at Callop. The public is getting a lot of area for this particular 70 hectares, as most of it
is nearer vertical than horizontal. The cliffs are cloaked in a fine mix of pine and broadleaf and the
downpour had filled the whole with a series of waterfalls, tempting this reporter towards the Victorian
end of purple travel prose.
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The area had been bought from Conaglen Estate in the mid 20th century, subject to a condition that
deer may only be controlled within deer fenced enclosures. Forest Enterprise had erected one such
“largely deer proof” enclosure, fenced on three sides and using the base of the rockface as fourth side.
Pine had been planted in a regimented manner, with natural regeneration of broadleaves to complete
the picture. There are proposals to establish further exclosures of a similar nature to secure advanced
regeneration of birch, rowan and oak, currently surviving in sparse bracken. Restoration of a large area
of Planted Ancient Woodland Site PAWS that has begun to the north of the area was also described.

Callop woods from the loch. Photo by Ian Collier

This reporter now takes a wee break while another more qualified scribe describes the delights of
Aladale…. before sharpening his pencil for a report on the slightly larger area of PAWS woodland to
the southwest of Callop.
FRIDAY 24 APRIL: LOCH SHIEL – ALADALE
Alison Averis
In a grey drizzle we cruised down Loch Shiel between steep craggy hills threaded with white ribbons of
falling water; the slopes bare and grazed at first. Presently woods began to rise on either shore, the
new leaves of oak and birch standing out vividly gold and green against the understorey of dead
bracken. At length the hills on the right bank fell back to reveal Glen Aladale running north between
steep slopes; the floor of the glen and its old settlement hidden behind a dark plantation. A spindly
wooden jetty was built out on stilts from the flat marshy shore, and here we disembarked boatload by
boatload to be met by Mary Elliott, the leader of this visit.
The native woodland at Aladale is of oak, birch and holly on the steep slopes, and there is an example
of alder carr on the flat ground at the river’s mouth.

Alder Carr at Glen Aladale. Photo by Gordon Gray Stephens
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Until the 19th century there was a community of several hundred people here. Charcoal burning was
an important local industry and the effects of disturbance can still be seen in the patchy occurrence of
Lobarion lichens on the trees. Cattle were grazed and used the woods for shelter, and timber was
taken out in the 16th century for shipbuilding. There are remains of field dykes which may have been
built to control stock, or to mark out the edges of the in-bye land.
First we had a look at the alder woodland with its sparse open canopy of gnarled and aged trees. The
alder carr has a wet grassy underlayer of Molinia caerulea and has a notable array of bryophytes and
lichens growing as epiphytes on the trees.
Then we ascended the steep hillside above Loch Shiel to look at the drier woodland. Wood sorrel and
wood anemone growing on the grassy slopes suggested that woodland had once been more extensive
here. The woodland on the steep slopes was surveyed by Neil MacKenzie in 1991, as the owner had
for several years desired to see more regeneration.
As a result of the survey and its
recommendations, eleven exclosures were erected between 1992 and 1994. Between them they
cover 91 ha, which is about a third of the existing woodland. The exclosures were spaced out to cover
all aspects and types of woodland. The estate are also keen for deer to be able to use the woods for
shelter, but there were clearly too many animals for regeneration to occur. At one time sheep were
grazed here too, but were taken off in the 1980s. Their effects can still be seen in the browsed birches
at the upper edge of the wood.

Regeneration in the oakwood exlosures at Glen Aladale, with our boat on the loch below. Photo by Ian Collier

Sitting in the tall Molinia and bracken with a splendid aerial view of our boat waiting on the loch below,
we discussed the exclosures and acknowledged their success. The vegetation in the exclosures was
to have been monitored annually for 5 years, but proved to be too dense for this to be done after three
years. Monitoring is now done using fixed-point photography. The fences are intended to remain for
20 years, by which time the new cohort of trees should be too high to be killed by browsing. Deer got
into two of the exclosures when windthrown trees brought the fences down, but seem not to have
affected the total regeneration as they walked around the edges of the exclosures rather than through
the regenerating thickets on rough ground. There is good growth of birch, hazel and bog myrtle, plenty
of bramble and honeysuckle, and some regeneration of oak, rowan and holly. Many of the trees now
growing are older ones that had been suppressed by grazing, rather than saplings. Some members
asked about controlling bracken. This is not being done here because it has been found that killing
bracken encourages a thick grass sward to develop, and regeneration is harder in this than it is in
bracken.
Finally, I have to mention some simply fascinating stuff about slugs. The sight of a fine example of the
common black slug Arion ater prompted Mary to tell us all about their great value in ecosystems,
especially in acid soils where they take the place of earthworms in the cycle of decomposition. She
also revealed that to a slug such as A. ater, a deer dropping is the same sort of desirable treat that a
plate of ice-cream is to a person. And on that note, let’s get back to the woods …
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FRIDAY 24 APRIL: LOCH SHIEL – GORSTANVORRAN
Gordon Gray Stephens
This 613 ha forest sits beneath 1200 ha of open hill, and approximately half of the 613 ha appears in
the Ancient Woodland Inventory AWI as a Planted Ancient Woodland Site PAWS. Forestry
Commission Scotland FCS will restore all sites on the AWI to native woodland. There are large areas
of semi-natural remnants to work from, and these have been surveyed by Andy Acton and Anna
Griffiths.
Our first stop was at the cottage at Gorstanvorran, in front of a September 2007 clearfell, which is now
being restocked with native species by natural regeneration. The felling coupes are at present
designed to minimise landscape impacts, as the forest is part of a National Scenic Area, however FCS
are revising the management plan so that ecological factors are also taken into account when
designing felling coupes in PAWS. The deer cull is set to achieve desired conditions.
Next we ventured into the PAWS, led by Richard Thompson in search of a number of remnant oak
trees within the plantation. A discussion on PAWS restoration ensued. Thinning elsewhere within
Gorstanvorran and elsewhere had resulted in severe windblow, so FCS were now looking at PAWS
restoration using group fellings, windfirm boundaries, and remedial treatment around individual trees,
of which there are a substantial number. There was some discussion on the impact of different felling
regimes on mosses and bryophytes on the west coast, with evidence emerging that small clearings
could be too moist and encourage weed bryophytes at the expense of the more oceanic species.
Easyject, an American lance that delivers measured doses of dry herbicide in a swift and convenient
manner, has the potential to transform the practicalities and economics of haloing remnant trees. FCS
are keen to trial this method, however the herbicide needs Pesticides Safety Directive approval before
it can be used in the UK. Any treatment will be playing catch up for a while as FCS’s felling
programme means that more of Gorstanvorran will be felled shortly.
The history of the remnant oak trees was the subject of some speculation. They appear to have been
cut at the same time that the conifers were planted (c. 1972), making them a rather unusual historical
throwback and a mimic of more traditional in-rotation pollards. Colin Edwards was on hand to take a
sample, giving an age of c. 90 years for the trunks and c. 35 years for the branchwood. Management
advice was to recommend repollarding when the surrounding conifers were cleared.

The estate boat transferred us between the Sileas and the shore. Photo by Sarah Toulson.

Our final stop was at a pollard of a different age class to the first examples. This veteran is heavily
shaded by conifers, and is not in the best of health. Suggestions were to clear the conifers back to a
tree’s length and to repollard the tree. At this point the clock and the need to transfer back to the
Sileas in small craft drew a halt to more exploration of the woodland, and we headed back towards the
shore.
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FRIDAY 24 APRIL: LOCH SHIEL – THE IRISHMAN WHO WALKED ON WATER
Victor Clements
Can Irishmen walk on water?
An interesting story recounted by the boatman on the way back up Loch Shiel created much discussion
and amusement among the group, and potentially throws some light on the cultural tensions and
working conditions that would have existed in this area when charcoal burning was in full operation and
extensive oakwoods cloaked the banks of this great loch. The remnants of these woods survive today,
with plenty of evidence of their past use. All that is missing are the finer details of the working
conditions and cultures of the time, and the relationship between these people and other local
occupations, almost all of which will have been regarded more highly.
The story goes that a father went to the village at the head of the loch on business, and on his return
by foot to Glen Aladale in the evening, he was to be picked up by his sons by boat from the loch at a
particular promontory along the shoreline. At the given time, the sons noticed a figure at the rendevous
point, and assuming it was their father, rowed in to pick him up. On getting closer however, it became
clear that it was not in fact their father but an Irish charcoal burner who came down to the shore and
then appeared to walk across the water out in to the loch. The sons were petrified and quickly retreated
home, where their father later chastised them for not picking him up as agreed. The story was
recounted of the Irishman walking on the water, but was this just the excuse of two forgetful or drunken
youths, a Victorian story to belittle the local Gaelic population, or some event that might actually have
happened but has been interpreted wrongly?
The oakwoods of Loch Shiel would have been intensively managed for charcoal production at that
time. It was a dirty job and poorly paid, and many in the local population would not have participated in
this work if they had other choices. Many of the workers were Irish, having to leave their homeland
through want of work, food or land, and as is the case in Scotland today, immigrant workers would
have been prepared to do work that the local population might have felt was below them. They
provided a function, but it would rarely be appreciated. At night, charcoal fires would have been burning
along the loch, smoke would have filled the air, and the workers involved would have had to be awake
to watch their fires. They would have been black with dirt, and would have created their own
entertainment to pass the hours in what must have been a very lonely, damp and unforgiving
environment. It would surely have been an eerie and almost mystical place and the local population
would also certainly have regarded them with suspicion and mistrust. What sort of desperate people
would be prepared to do such work? Many winter evenings must have been devoted to analysing the
lives of their new neighbours in their absence, and preconceptions must surely have been enhanced by
this lifestyle and only very sporadic, if any, communication.

Shores of Loch Shiel. Photo by Sarah Toulson

Such a man standing on the shore, perhaps on a misty day, would surely have frightened two young
boys. Many of these Irish workers would have come from the west of the country, where fishing was
crucially important to supplement their diets, and this surely would have been important when staying in
a lonely camp on Loch Shiel as well, with very little if any money to spend on extra food. A trip on to the
loch would have broadened their diets as well as being a welcome break from watching the fires
burning. A charcoal burner who had been up all night must surely have struck a dishevelled and
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melancholy figure on the shore. Small, shallow coracles were still used in Ireland at the time, although
their use would have long disappeared in Scotland. Such small boats were easily carried to the water
and hidden from prying eyes, and provided a very flexible means of getting out on to the water. A
skilled operator could manoeuvre them with very little apparent effort. The two young boys would
probably never have seen one before.
Imagine a calm and misty day with the water barely visible, and a dirty, tired charcoal burner pushing
out his shallow coracle from the shore to fish or just escape his everyday tedium for a few hours, the
water calm enough that he could stand upright, and move forward slowly by means of very subtle
strokes of a single paddle. Imagine two young boys who could only see the man and not the boat, and
who were in awe of such people. Imagine a small highland glen community who were suspicious of but
underestimated their new neighbours, who did not really understand their ways, but did have plenty of
time to talk about them. They probably did not know this man, possibly could not communicate with
him, and what would you say to him even if you could? “ I saw you out walking on the loch the other
day…….?” What if he could? And if he could, what else might he be capable of? The scope for
checking the story at some later date would have been very limited.
Much easier not to ask too many questions, just in case.
And the Irishman? Well, if the local Scots thought he could walk on water, why would he discourage
them? He would probably have been quite happy to leave them with this impression, and have them
talk about him for generations afterwards. Such are the complex relationships, preconceptions,
motivations and events that lead to the culture of any local area.
This rational explanation was devised at breakfast with Richard Thompson and Peter Quelch.
Having received this enchanting piece from Victor, I made enquiries of The Coracle Society regarding
whether it is actually possible to operate a coracle while standing, and got the following reply: "Yes, it is
possible to paddle a coracle standing up, although not recommended. Coracles vary in design, some
being more stable than others. Given calm water, with perhaps a surface mist obscuring the coracle,
the explanation is theoretically possible. Why anybody would want to paddle a coracle standing up is
another question. It's the sort of thing you see at regattas, where there may be a standing up race
intended to get people wet. Perhaps the Irishman was an early paddle-surfer! Regards, Terry." So
congratulations to Peter, Richard and Victor for coming up with a plausible story. However, this
explanation clearly is not the only one, so what follows is a further suggestion – Ed.
WALKING ON WATER – SINKING THE MYTH
Ruth Anderson
(With admiration for all of Loch Shiel’s boatmen, past and present).
Chapter 1
A long time ago on Loch Shiel, two boys were rowing down to collect their father who had gone to sell a
heifer to a man in Acharacle, and having evidently clinched a satisfactory deal, lingered to celebrate.
Twenty four hours was sufficient for that activity to his wife’s mind, and more would have been
detrimental to the family fortunes, not to mention irksome in the extreme. Between lifting a few tatties
for the supper, weaving some heather into a leaky corner of the thatch, scolding her smallest three
children for letting the goat in amongst the young hazel by the shore (God, they were their father’s
bairns those three!), and keeping an eye on the Irishmen that were meant to be tending the charcoal…
in amongst her chores that afternoon she had sent her two oldest boys to retrieve their father. So here
they were, the boys, rowing down the loch with an eye on the shore, when they noticed an Irishman
stepping off the rocks into his coracle from a wee point known locally as Aird an Eireannach.
“Oh look”, they said. “There’s Paddy, heading home to his palace.” Across the loch on the southern
shore at Camas an Eireannach, a dingy cluster of temporary tent-like structures clung to the steep
ground encircling the bay. No lazy beds here, no tended coppices or trim wee dykes to hold back the
cattle. It wasn’t that sort of ground, which is why nobody lived there until the Irish came. They didn’t
bother growing their own food those boys – well, maybe they did in Ireland, but not here. Here, they
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worked for what they ate (and drank), and travelled to and fro across the loch from their camp, perched
upright in their funny wee boats.
“Ahoy there, Paddy! How’s it going man?”
“Oh wheesht – you’ll make him cowp again. Looks like he’s had a fair skinful.”
Sure enough, as their greeting was returned with a cheery wave, Irishman and coracle promptly
capsized. With resigned laughter, the boys quickly rowed over to him, pulled him and his craft aboard,
and ferried him over to the south shore.
“Tis kind boys you are, and I am in your debt.”
“Och not at all Paddy. We’ll maybe hear a tune from you the next time you’re over, and that’ll be
payment enough!”
Continuing on their way, the boys reflected on their Irish neighbours.
“God, you wonder what would make them live over there!”
“The Dominie says it’s not their fault. He says they’re not really stupid. Maybe they like to live like that.”
“Hmmm…well, they’ve plenty venison to eat right enough, with that herd out of Cona Glen rampaging
about the lochside there. But God, those boats! Are they not just the funniest wee contraptions you
ever saw. Look like something out the stone age!”
“Aye! Maybe they haven’t heard of the sit-down row boat in Ireland yet!”
So ended their observations, and spotting their comatose parent amongst the rocks, they heaved him
aboard, and rowed him homewards to their mother’s mercies.
Chapter 2
Many years later, not long before Queen Victoria left the throne, a party of tourists from the south
travelled up to stay at Glenfinnan House via the newly-opened railway line. While the gentlemen were
off in pursuit of stags, the young ladies were taken on a trip down the loch by the local boatman, who
regaled them throughout the afternoon with many pleasing stories. By great good fortune, one of the
young ladies had thought to bring a bottle of whisky from the house, in case of emergency – this elixir
proved a highly satisfactory aid to social exchange.
Finding it difficult at first to grasp the further reaches of their escort’s conversation, the young ladies
thought best to orientate themselves by focussing on place names in the locality. The boatman was
extremely knowledgeable on this subject, and rather charming to boot. Glen Finnan, it appeared, was
the Glen of the Fair Ones (“Maybe a bitty like yourselves!”). Having studied languages at school in
Switzerland, the girls were thrilled to turn their skills to the savage and untamed anatomy of the
Gaeldom. By late afternoon, as the sun reached the western sky and a sultry heat embalmed the loch
(My goodness, it’s jolly strong stuff this Ushky Baaa!), members of the boating party were finding each
other more mutually intelligible, or thought they were. The topic of place names was as yet
unexhausted. Incredibly, although the landscape was completely uninhabited (Terrifying wilderness!)
every little corner seemed to have its own nomenclature. There was even one tiny headland on the
northern shore called “The Point of the Irishmen”, and a corresponding “Bay of the Irishmen” on the
south shore.

Loch Shiel. Photo by Sarah Toulson
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Apparently, Irish navvies had been brought in to clear scrub or something, many years ago (It is a
frightfully untamed landscape!). Actually it was all rather complicated. But the gist of the story was
about the Irishmen walking across the water! (Or was it about the Irishmen thinking they could walk
across the water?) At any rate, the young ladies’ polite credulity was here somewhat stretched. The
boatman was looking at them as if expecting them to understand some deeper truth. (Actually, he did
that quite a lot, almost as if he might have been thinking that we were stupid! But of course he wasn’t
really). There was also some business to do with strange woven footwear the Irishmen had (Corasomething… obviously a kind of primitive sandal). Of course it was all complete nonsense but oddly
understandable. One could imagine how the natives might have believed in people walking on water
(They’re so marvellously mystical, these Highlanders!). They would have been rather suspicious of
incomers in those days, and so quite naturally invent fanciful explanations for their foreign habits. And
of course they were completely uneducated, almost savages...
An hour or two later, and the boatman is meandering homewards from Slattach, having returned his
charges to the Big House. His kindly concern for the young ladies’ delicate dispositions having caused
him to consume most of the whisky himself, his reflections on the afternoon are mellow. He is not sure
that they fully understood the story about those Irish boys and their daft wee boats, but….ocht well – it’ll
all be forgotten soon enough.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2009
Ruth Anderson
The 2009 AGM was held on Friday 24 April at the Moorings Hotel, Banavie.
Minutes
1. Welcome
Alison Averis welcomed everybody to the meeting, which was the first AGM held since June 2007.
2. Minutes of 2007 AGM
These were accepted as an accurate record of the meeting (proposed Scott Wilson, seconded David
Shepherd).
3. Chair’s Report (Alison Averis)
Despite the sad cancellation of the excursion last year, workshops in the interim had been wellattended. In fact, attendance and weather at the archaeology one at Kinlochewe (April 2008) might
have accounted for low bookings for the 2008 excursion. History conferences at Battleby had
continued to be successful.
4. History Conference 2009
Date at end of October yet to be confirmed (check website). The event would be held at Birnam
Institute this year.
5. Workshops
Woodland molluscs workshop, 6-7 October – contact Richard Thompson.
Lower plants workshop/s would be held in autumn – details on website later.
There was potential for a workshop on management for hardwoods in small woods, to be run jointly
with the Association of Scottish Hardwood Sawmillers, Scottish Native Woods and maybe North
Highland Forest Trust. Some interest was expressed by the group – a small working group would take
this forward and circulate more info in due course.
Action Ruth, Annie Griffiths, Richard Thompson
6. Newsletter and Website
Were now being run by Alison Averis. Thanks to both Adean Lutton and Kate MacDonald for help with
these up till March. Newsletter due out imminently, and website ready to receive updates/info from
members. Archive editions of the newsletter would also be going onto the website in due course.
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7. Membership Report (from Phil Gordon)
Membership was slightly down on previous years, at 175 members, including 10 new members from
the excursion, and others from Lower Plants workshops. Anyone who had not renewed their standing
order was encouraged to do so (form available on the website).
Thanks to Phil Gordon who was standing down as Membership Secretary, and welcome to Nicola Hunt
who would take his place.
8. Treasurer’s Report (Peter Quelch)
Bank account balance was £4871.98 including grant of £500 gratefully received from St Andrews
University towards costs of History Conference.
The excursion had made a small profit this year, even after paying the organiser.
Accounts for 2008 had recently been audited – thanks to Alison Mitchell of Scottish Native Woods as
usual for her sterling assistance with this. Here they are.
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Peter to ask Alison Mitchell’s advice on moving NWDG’s year end to 1 st April – would allow for better
tracking of event cashflows within the year in which events occurred. Gordon Gray Stephens endorsed
this, giving the Committee a mandate to make the change.
Action Peter
(Since the AGM Peter and Alison Mitchell have decided to change the financial year to 1 April – 31
March. 2009-10 will be a 15-month financial year to allow this to take place - Ed).
9. Committee 2009-10
Many thanks to Alison for chairing – now standing down. Welcome new committee members. New
committee as follows (proposed Annie Griffiths, seconded Coralie Mills):
Phil Gordon (Chair)
Peter Quelch (Treasurer)
Ruth Anderson (Secretary)
Nicola Hunt (Membership Secretary)
Alison Averis (Newsletter & Website Editor)
Jonathan Wordsworth (History Group Representative)
Mairi Stewart (History Group Representative)
Richard Thomson (Ordinary Member)
Steve Brown (Ordinary Member)
Jeanette Hall (Ordinary Member)
10. Excursions 2010 and beyond
2010 – Loch Katrine and the Great Trossachs Forest, including a half day or more on woodland
history/archaeology.
Action Ruth, Coralie, Liz Shortall
2011 – Knoydart (north side) and Glenelg (Andrew Thomson?)
Other suggestions included Wester Ross (Flowerdale and Loch Maree with kayaks); Eigg and Rum;
Borders.
11. Any other business
Peter spoke about his proposal to find a historic building to renovate as a Group project, or even a
piece of woodland to build on. The idea is that this would be a sort of club house available to for all
members to use. Peter is investigating opportunities to do this, concentrating in accessible, central
areas such as Perthshire or Strathspey.
SATURDAY 25 APRIL – COILLE PHUITEACHAIN
Victor Clements
Phuiteachain pinewood is managed by Forestry Commission Scotland, and is part of a larger FCS
holding that extends along the whole southern side of Glenloy. The Pinewood Managers' Group last
met here in 2004 when very extensive works were progressing to clear non-native conifers from
adjacent sites, both by extraction and by stem injection in the most economically marginal areas. Plans
were being laid to introduce cattle grazing in some areas. In spring 2009, the result is a broad swath of
mixed woodland habitat dominated by native species, and with this pinewood at its core. Birch
regeneration had colonized much of the cleared ground, and on a clear spring day, the woodland area
was unquestionably a very fine sight, dominated by the fresh growth that was hiding any remaining
harvesting residues.
Roy’s military survey of 1750 showed no woodland on this particular site but a survey undertaken by
the Forfeited Estates Commissioners in 1774 does describe trees present as “birch with some firs”.
The military survey was primarily concerned with recording woodland areas of economic or other
strategic value, and it is quite likely that the woodland present at the time was of very little value to
anyone other than the tenants using that area, either because the trees were so scattered as to hardly
constitute a “woodland”, or because they were too remote to successfully exploit.
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FCS vastly increased the commercial woodland area during the mid 20th century, having bought the
area from Locheil Estates in 1931, but incorporating a strong conservation ethos. In recent years, the
difficulties of extracting timber from Glenloy was forcing a rapid restoration to native woodland across
the wider area.

Ancient trees in Coille Phuiteachain: these were growing at the time the first maps were made in the 18th
century. Photo by Sarah Toulson.

The woodland history of the site has recently been documented by Peter Quelch, and evidence still
remains of sensitive and adaptable local management by former tenants who apparently, by tradition at
least, had cutting rights within the forest. One legacy of this is that past agricultural enclosures within
such woods tend now to be biodiversity hotspots, with lichens in particular having a preference for such
areas. A number of veteran pine trees across the site, 300 years old or thereabouts, still showed
evidence of being used as “candle trees”. Veteran oak and ash, possibly dating from the 16th or 17th
century, also occurred, many of which were pollarded. The Roy survey would not have regarded such
trees as proper timber. The suggestion that Scots Pine trees might have been pollarded here (not
suggested by a pinewood manager, obviously) created much discussion, not least because this
species does not obviously coppice or pollard under normal conditions, and what products could have
arisen from this? However, a number of trees did exist across the site that suggested this sort of past,
and a stem boring from one such tree revealed two very sharp disruptions in growth that might indeed
be expected from such management.

Possible pollarded pine in Coille Phuiteachain. Photo by Charlie Taylor
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Scots Pine is much rarer in the west than in the east, and it could well be that in a remote glen like this
a scarce resource with a specific function might have been cultivated in such a manner to ensure
longevity. Farm tenants and foresters in the past had a long, unbroken cultural connection with their
woods, and various techniques and traditions would be handed down through the generations, but are
now long forgotten. Can Scots Pine really be pollarded, and, if so, why? Just one of the many
interesting questions that arise from visiting this pinewood. But having fairies present in the wood or
Irishmen walking on water appeared to be less contentious theories among those present. It was
suggested that further analysis of the age structure of this woodland area is carried out, and a
systematic assessment made of the various veteran trees, and a great deal of useful historical
information would be gained from doing this.
In April 2009, the south side of Glenloy can still be described very broadly as “birch with some firs”, but
the scale is now much enlarged, the species composition much wider and varied than this very simple
description, and the fine detail very much more impressive and informative. It is well worth a visit.

A VENERABLE VETERAN
Ro Scott
An unexpected side-effect of the Ceilidh (in addition to the usual ones...) was a bonus field excursion
on Saturday. One of the band members, Andrew Stevenson, had mentioned to Ruth that he knew of a
very large oak, now embedded in a Sitka spruce plantation, near his home at Gairlochy, and wondered
whether we would be interested in seeing it. Of course the answer was “yes”. So a small group of
those who were in no hurry to leave this wonderful area proceeded northwards after the Glen Loy trip
and met Andrew at his house. After a short drive towards Achnacarry, the ancient seat of the
Camerons of Locheil, he led us through a hole in the forestry fence, beneath the dense shade of 40year old Sitka, to a small gap where a wondrous sight awaited us. An enormous old oak, its trunk
nearly as broad as it was tall, with huge knobbly bosses around the base, and a few spreading
horizontal branches radiating from the apparently-truncated top.
Every available surface seemed to provide a
substrate for other life-forms. The trunk, on its
different aspects, was covered with various
communities of bryophytes and lichens
(unfortunately all the experts in these groups
had departed – but photographs were taken);
strange spherical excrescences, which I took
to be fungi, extruded from the bark; the
horizontal top and branches supported an
epiphytic ‘flying understorey’ of polypody,
blaeberry, and seedlings of birch, rowan, holly,
Scots pine and the dreaded Sitka. The tree
itself, although hemmed in by Sitka and a large
adjacent holly, appeared to be still alive, with
vigorous epicormic shoots protruding from the
upper trunk (above the bosses which result
from the nibbling by herbivores of previous
cohorts of epicormic growth) and buds
showing green on the extremities of the
branches.

The mighty veteran oak (left) almost hidden by
Sitka Spruce. Photo by Sarah Toulson
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A rummage among the leaf-litter surrounding the tree revealed leaves with apparent auricles at the
base, and a couple of acorn-cups on stalks – suggesting something towards the Quercus robur end of
the oaky spectrum. Its girth was measured at 8.35 m, which gives a DBH of 2.66 m. Vaguely
remembering that I had read of a method of distinguishing between Q. robur and Q. petraea by
measuring leaf characters, I collected 10 leaves for later examination.
We all agreed that this tree was probably of some cultural significance and sufficiently noteworthy to
deserve better treatment. Gordon Gray Stephens, as local representative of Scottish Native Woods,
volunteered to write to Locheil Estates offering management advice. We considered giving it a name,
and the ‘Skipinnish Oak’, in recognition of Andrew’s band membership, seemed appropriate. However,
in the event of future research revealing that it already has (or had) a name, we should concede to
history.

Later examination of the collected leaves, using the method of Potter (1994), proved inconclusive
because some of the necessary characters (hairs on the midrib) are not preserved on last season’s
dead leaves. However, using those characters which were available, and in consultation with the ‘Plant
Crib’, the tree does appear to be closer to the Q. robur or the intermediate Q. x rosacea type, rather
than Q. petraea.
The area where it grows is shown as broadleaved woodland on the First Edition (1895) and 1954 OS
1” maps. The grid reference for the tree’s location is: NN18398623.
References:
Potter, S M (1994) Practical methods for distinguishing between the two native British oaks and their
intermediates. Quarterly Journal of Forestry 88(1), 27-34.
Rich, T C G & Jermy, A C (1998) Plant Crib 1998. Botanical Society of the British Isles, London.
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And finally – a summary of the whole Excursion from Ruth Anderson – Ed.
THE EXCURSION: WHIT IT’S A’ ABOOT
Some wood folks met for their excursion
(A broader kirk with a pine incursion)
Bustling a’ aboot thegither
Herded ticht but no quite tethered
Frolickin’ aroon’ in kinds o’ weather
‘Mongst trees to gain immersion

Glen Loy, the final day’s convention
Where pollard pines were for attention
(Though some did mutter doubts, aside)
But as to whether fairies bide
Amongst the piney trunks sae wide On this was no contention

To have themselves some education
(And from their bosses expiation)
They started oot wi’ evening formal
(Sorry no’ tae see Peter Wormell)
Treated wi’ talks, then to their dorms. All
Via a small libation

And lastly, one of fate’s wee ruses
(Yon Ceilidh man had special uses)
Revealed an oak, an ancient hulk
Ye scarce could credit on its bulk
(Twad make yon Birnam beastie sulk)
Jist happed amongst the spruces

In Cona Glen (where there are nae sheepies)
The deer are awake but the regen’s sleepy
Some thocht “Well, jist shoot them! – easy!”
Though sayin’ it micht be ta’en as heresy
The problem’s no jist wi’ the deer, see It’s wi’ the SRDP

Noo folks o’ the professional guise
When brocht tae heel a’ herdie-wise
Can take a while tae het tae simmer But fine to tell that woods and timmer
Were things that made their souls a’ glimmer
And we micht think “cross-fertilise”

Then down on the shore at Doire Donn
They met twa wood elves, capering on
Wi’ nowt in their hands but an auld bit hammer
To see their work almost made ye stammer
Forget the power saw’s ceaseless yammer
And farewell the rhododendron

Jist hauld on there, not by the letter
(They’re decent folks, they a’ know better)
But talking o’ their set o’ mind The creeds and habits that do them bind In sylvan communion, ties unwind
And happily come unfettered.

Loch Shielside’s woods, next destination
By michty feats o’ navigation
The weather then cam in richt dreich
Though didna cause them ower much grief
And a dram on the boat was fine relief
For the homeward peregrination

The group in Coille Phuiteachain. Photo by Charlie Taylor
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REPORTS ON OTHER NWDG EVENTS
REPORT ON THE WOODLAND HISTORY GROUP CONFERENCE, 28 October 2008
Chris Smout
The annual conference of the Woodland History Group took place at the Scottish Natural Heritage
countryside centre at Battleby on 28 October 2008, with some 60 participants. The good turn-out was
to mark the 50th anniversary of the publication of Steven and Carlisle, The Native Pinewoods of
Scotland: in reality this took place in March 1959, so we jumped the gun a little, but this was as near as
we could arrange.
Steven and Carlisle’s wonderful book was a milestone for Scottish forestry and conservation. They
were not the first to admire the beauty and the depth of history of the woods – that goes back at least
to a lecture by David Nairne in Inverness in 1892. But they were certainly the first to make the scientific
and historical case for their conservation, and to draw up the authoritative inventory, later updated and
now made available by the Forestry Commission. The Native Pinewoods was also the first monograph
devoted to the history and ecology of any species of native tree in Britain, and as woodland history of
very high quality it predated Oliver Rackham by a generation.
The first paper in celebration was my own, discussing about a dozen pinewoods that apparently
disappeared between 1500 and 1800, at least as woodland eco-systems, though some are still
represented by scattered pines. Steven and Carlisle assumed that there had been very heavy losses in
that period, but this does not appear to have been the case. Where there were losses, it seems as if
climate change in the Little Ice Age might have combined with grazing to bring it about, and that any
commercial exploitation (which occurred only in a few cases like Glen Orchy) merely delivered the
coup de grace.
Richard Tipping followed, reviewing recent research into the palaeoecology of pinewoods. By using
carbon-dated pine stumps and the stomata of needles in addition to fossil pollen data, and by
examining more sites, the earlier picture has been substantially modified. The old view that there were
two discrete invasions of pine, one from the north west and one from the south, has been challenged in
favour of a more general spread from the south, though possibly from Ireland as much as from
England. There are many mysteries – pines came and went in the landscape, briefly reaching even the
north coast of Caithness and Sutherland before retiring again, and even such an iconic, heartland site
as Mar Lodge turns out to have experienced lengthy interruptions when heath replaced the pines. And
there is much that is unexpected: axe marks found on a pine stump in the north might reasonably be
supposed to have occurred when the tree was felled, but carbon-dating showed the tree had already
been dead 2000 years in the Bronze Age when the marks were made.
The current state of dendrochronology research was then explained by Coralie Mills, especially the
efforts to construct a time sequence for pine in Scotland to match those of the Baltic and Scandinavia.
Most pine used in prestigious historic buildings in Scotland was imported, and matches series from
Norway, Karelia and Belarus. Such native pine as was used in construction appears often to have been
small and young, yielding only thirty or so rings, which are too few to use for analysis. However, coring
living trees in Glen Loyne, Ballochbuie, Mar and Affric is producing a series that goes back in one case
to the mid-fifteenth century. Also there are possibilities in exploring sub-fossil pine from lochs and in
looking at some of the smaller vernacular buildings in Speyside that might have used local pine.
Peter Quelch took us into Glen Loy to examine the wood of Phuiteachain through a series of maps and
investigations on the ground. He showed how the present pinewood and the ancient broadleaf pollards
associated with it may be the relics of a wood-pasture that changed into denser woodland only in the
past two centuries. It was interesting to see a photo of a very old pine with a scar made from hacking
out candle fir a century or two ago. The whole area, now so remote and thinly inhabited, is still redolent
of the people who once made their living there, and Peter showed how the archaeology of the old
enclosures and of the trees themselves can bring this past to life
After lunch, we had a real treat when John Fowler recounted his interview with Jock Carlisle at his
home in Canada after his retirement. Most young research fellows these days have a peaceful life
spent mainly in the library, but not Carlisle. After being inspired by the great Duncan Ross, forester at
Glen Tanar, to go and seek out all the known woods, he set off with his gun to shoot down the pine
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cones and an old army ground-sheet to sleep on. What he endured in order to collect the material for
the book is incredible – sleeping in the woods in winter, stripping off to cross cold deep streams, being
shot at by a shepherd who mistook him for a poacher, and suffering a serious accident in Dibiedale,
after which he crawled and staggered nine miles to the road to get help. None of this in the least
dimmed his sense of wonder at the forests and his excitement at the project. It was also good to learn
from Graham Tuley that Aberdeen University has Carlisle’s original field notebooks, which he is
cataloguing and which will later be made available on the web.
Clifton Bain then explained about his investigations in the 1980s into the state of the woods on behalf
of the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds, and gave his impressions of the progress made since
that time, and Irvine Ross rounded off the day from the perspective of a forest manager, explaining the
situation from the 1970s onwards and venturing an optimistic look into the future. We have come a
long way since the representative of a commercial forest company proposed cutting down the native
woods of Glen Tanar and starting again with something more profitable!
The discussions as usual were wide ranging and lively, but again and again emphasised our great debt
to Steven and Carlisle. Although their book did not prevent the misuse of many of the woods in the
decades following publication, through allowing over grazing by sheep and deer, and underplanting
with non-native trees by the Forestry Commission and by private owners, it provided the rationale for
better treatment. The importance of the Aviemore symposium in 1975 was stressed for the part it
played in rekindling interest in the book. The Forestry Commission came close to boycotting that
meeting, but afterwards attitudes began to change, as voluntary bodies supported financially by the
Nature Conservancy Council and its successor Scottish Natural Heritage became involved in woodland
ownership, and above all when the Forestry Commission in the 1980s underwent a complete change
of heart. It became a real leader, by restoring the very woods it had imperilled (like Glenmore and
Glengarry), and giving grants to others to do the same, or to plant new native pine woods and enclose
or extend the old ones. The recent restoration of Glen Feshie by its present owner was especially
welcomed – what a bone of contention that has been over the years. Without being too complacent, we
did think that if Steven and Carlisle could see the woods today, they would feel pleased.
We were sorry not to have had with us Peter Wormell, largely responsible for the restoration of the
Black Mount pinewoods and Finlay Macrae, a former student of Professor Steven and long associated
with Glen Affric, to share their long experience and recollections, but both have promised the papers
that circumstances prevented them from giving, for the next issue of the Woodland History Notes,
which as usual will provide a permanent record of the day’s events.
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REPORTS ON WORKSHOPS
A LIKEN FOR LICHEN!
Melanie Macrae
Lichens..mmm. I was keen to learn more on the subject. I have always been a keen fungi follower and
thought the NWDG Lichen Workshop would be a good opportunity to expand on my lower plant
knowledge. Prior to the course my ID skills consisted of Lobaria pulmonaria (Tree Lungwort) but not
much else. I had all the necessary equipment – a hand lens and some specimen envelopes, very
kindly given to me by Christine who I had met on another course a few weeks earlier, so I was ready...

Pseudocyphellaria crocata. Photo by Ben Averis

A cold crisp November day with a smattering of snow on the Grey Corries saw around 20 budding and
experienced lichenologists join Andy Acton, Anna Griffith and Brian Coppins on a tour of some of the
ancient woodlands of the west coast.
After a hot cooked breakfast in the Roy Bridge Hotel we shared cars for the pleasant drive over the
Caledonian canal at Gairlochy and on to Glen Loy – an interesting area of ancient woodland spattered
with lots of archaeological evidence of past habitation and woodland management. The morning was
spent identifying some of the wonderful variety of lichens there is in this part of the west coast. My first
time using a hand lens: it was lovely to see the distinctive detail of these lower plants. The lichen
knowledge amongst all the members of the group was varied and extensive and there was a lot to
learn. As I write this article, almost 4 months later, I can still recall at least 18 species. We identified
not only by sight but also by taste (the bitter Pertusaria amara, Bitter Wart Lichen) and smell (the fishysmelling Sticta sylvatica otherwise known as Stinky Sticta). Common names, including ’Golden
Specklebelly’ (Pseudocyphellaria crocata) and ‘Pepper pots’ (Pertusaria pertusa), although not widely
accepted terminology, certainly helped out with memorising the species.
Day 2 of the course saw us out in the woods at Clunes, between Loch Lochy and Loch Arkaig. Here
we had a fantastic chance to see Fuscopannaria ignobilis– a very rare species which is listed on the
UKBAP list of UK Priority Species. After a nice walk up to the ‘dark mile’ it was time for lunch and a
warm cup of tea and a chat, then off home.
A very interesting course which has inspired me to continue the quest to get to know my lichens…
Thanks Anna and Andy! Hope to see you again next year.
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NEWS FROM OTHER WOODLAND ORGANISATIONS
HIGHLAND CATTLE RETURN TO KATRINE
Press Release from Forestry Commission Scotland, May 2009
Highland cattle are taking part in a unique forest management project at Loch Katrine that is reviving
low-impact forestry techniques from the distant past to tackle a range of land use issues. The 60 cattle
– predominantly from top pure bred West Coast Folds - represent some of the best and hardiest
traditional Highland cattle blood lines. Introducing them on the site will provide a return to the
traditional land management of past centuries. Welcoming the move, Environment Minister Roseanna
Cunningham, said: "We all try to keep up with the fast pace of progress and that can mean we lose
sight of traditional ways of doing things. Sometimes this is no bad thing but occasionally we miss a
trick. This project is reviving techniques that will benefit the immediate environment, that will enrich the
visitor experience and which, longer term, could have a beneficial effect on the rural economy.
Forestry Commission Scotland leased the Loch Katrine site from Scottish Water in 2005, with a view to
enhancing and expanding the remaining native woodlands. Donald Hendry, for the Commission in
Cowal and Trossachs, said: “By turning to this traditional land use we are taking advantage of Highland
cattle as ideal conservation cattle. They are perfect for the job because they are much less selective
grazers than deer and sheep. Their heavy trampling of the ground can be a useful tool in stimulating
seedling regeneration, and at higher grazing densities, the cattle will maintain open space in the
woodland. This is good for biodiversity and will also help us to retain the stunning loch and mountain
views. Grazing impacts will be monitored so that we get the right numbers of cattle on site at the right
time. Varying densities of managed grazing in woodland pasture can stimulate initial woodland
regeneration and also regulate the density of later regeneration. Highland cattle are used to a harsher
environment so I am confident that they will adapt well to the milder environment at Loch Katrine and
make an important contribution to our development and management of this site.”

Highland calf by Elen Averis

Quality female stock will help create a breeding herd that will provide animals for other upland
conservation grazing projects and – potentially - crossbred heifers for sale to commercial upland
farming units. The Loch Katrine cattle are the first domestic livestock to graze the site for seven years
after sheep were removed from the site by Scottish Water in 2002 over water contamination issues. A
new water treatment plant has been built at Milngavie and permission granted to resume domestic
livestock grazing in the area.
The site forms part of The Great Trossachs Forest, the legacy project of the Scottish Forest Alliance, a
unique collaboration involving Forestry Commission Scotland, RSPB, Woodland Trust Scotland and
multi-national company, BP. The project will bring land owned and managed by the partners under an
integrated management plan and identity to form a single, landscape scale project site.
Come on our Excursion to the Trossachs and Loch Katrine in 2010 and see this project yourself – Ed.
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WOODLAND HISTORY AT LOCH KATRINE: Recent guided walks to historic woodlands around
the Bealach nam Bo
Coralie Mills
Scattered remnants of ancient woodland along the south-eastern shores of Loch Katrine have been
the focus of recent research, commissioned by Forestry Commission Scotland to inform interpretation
and management. The researchers, Peter Quelch, Coralie Mills and Mairi Stewart, used a threepronged approach to uncover the history of the woodlands, involving investigation of tree forms, treerings and historic documents, along with evidence from the archaeology, early maps and place-names.
Much new information about the cultural history of the woodlands was revealed by the study.
Aspects of the findings were presented in two recent guided walks, one for staff of the Great
Trossachs Forest partners, and one for the public, as part of Scottish Archaeology Month. Despite the
rain, both events were very well attended. The walks visited two woodland areas, one to the east and
one to the west of the Bealach nam Bo or ‘Pass of the Cattle’, part of the old drove route along the
shores of South Katrine.

On the eastern slopes below the pass, there is an area of scattered ash woodland, close to the
remains of an old farmstead thought to be Murlagan which appeared in estate farm rentals up to 1779.
A building is shown here on Stobie’s map of 1783 but it had gone out of use by the first edition
Ordnance Survey map of 1860, a consequence of the transition to sheep farming from the late 18th
Century. Many of the old ash trees have forms suggestive of having been pollarded in the past, which
means the branches were periodically cut above livestock grazing height to provide a renewable supply
of fuel, construction materials and probably leafy fodder too. Tree-ring analysis showed that some of
the ash trees started life in the 17th Century, survivors from the time when Murlagan farm was in use.
Tree-ring analysis of one especially large ash indicated that it was pollarded during the 18th Century on
a 10-12 year cycle until the last pollarding event in 1790. Younger ash trees have grown up since then,
descendents of the veteran worked trees.

Ancient ash tree, over 300 years old, which was repeatedly pollarded in the 18 th Century. Photo taken in May
before the leaves emerged. Photo: © Coralie Mills
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To the west of the pass, the walks encountered areas of upland woodland pasture along the Allt
Chroiteagan or ‘Burn of Little Crofts’, descending to an area of gnarled stubby oaks near the shore.
Historically, this area west of the pass was within the Menteith earldom’s medieval Hunting Forest.
While the Hunting Forest became neglected by the early 18th Century, the farms permitted within it,
such as Glasahoile, continued in use through the 18th Century, with cheese being an especially
important product. Glasahoile became a major sheep farm by the mid-19th century.

Stubby oaks at Rubha nam Muc or ‘Promontory of the pigs’. Photo: © Coralie Mills

Despite their appearance, tree-ring analysis of stubby oaks near the shore found no clear evidence of
pollarding and revealed no samples earlier than the 19th Century. However, rot and fused stems made
analysis of core samples difficult, and the origins of these unusual tree forms are still open to debate.
Grazing damage may have contributed to their appearance. Nearby, there is an area of overgrown oak
coppice which has not yet been dated. Unlike the stubby oaks, the coppice was once enclosed, to
protect it from grazing. There are a number of charcoal hearths in the area and the oak woodlands
were undoubtedly managed to yield products such as bark and charcoal over a long period. Local 18th
Century farm rentals required tenants to transport the bark out for the estate several times each year. It
is also possible these woodlands provided fuel for the 18th Century iron furnace at Achray. South east
Katrine represents an especially rich cultural landscape, and these historic woodlands have many
more stories to tell.
The walks were led by Peter Quelch and Coralie Mills, organized by Liz Shortall of the Great Trossachs
Forest project, and supported by Forest Heritage Scotland, Forestry Commission Scotland and the
National Park
More information will appear at www.forestheritagescotland.com in the autumn.

After a wet walk in the woods. Still smiling. Photo: © Coralie Mills
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS
TREE CORING WORKSHOP, 3 MARCH 2010
Coralie Mills
There was interest from members when Colin Edwards undertook some tree coring on the April 2009
NWDG excursion. It was clear from later discussion that individual tree age and stand age information
could be of great value to a wide range of projects and interests involving NWDG members and this
led to the idea of running this workshop.
Coring is a technical skill requiring training and access to specialist equipment. Laboratory facilities are
also required to prepare and age the samples correctly. This workshop will train NWDG members in
the correct collection and preparation of increment cores from trees, and basic tree age data analysis,
and is being run for the wider benefit of enhancing the understanding of our native woodlands.
NWDG will make available an equipment kit which trained Members of NWDG will be able to hire
(conditions will apply) at a reasonable rate. The training course fees and hire fees will make the
equipment purchase feasible.
The tutors: Colin Edwards, of the Forestry Commission’s Northern Research Station (NRS), Roslin,
has experience in coring native British trees for age determinations, relating to his interests in stand
dynamics. Coralie Mills is an independent dendrochronologist based in Edinburgh, experienced in
applying tree-ring analysis to questions of woodland history, management history and stand dynamics.

Colin Edwards will arrange onward use of facilities at NRS for trained Members to prepare and obtain
ages from cores they take themselves. The cores will become part of an NWDG core collection, stored
in NRS, and the cores and the information derived will be made available for wider research. A
catalogue of NWDG cored sites will be maintained, to prevent duplication of effort and over-sampling.
A high level of 1 to 1 work is involved in the training, therefore workshop places are limited to eight,
and applicants must be members of NWDG.
To book, please download the booking form from the Workshops page on our website
www.nwdg.org.uk. If you haven’t got access to the internet, please telephone Ruth on 01796
474327 for a paper copy.
Booking forms must be submitted by 30 November to Ruth Anderson (see booking form). Ruth will
confirm whether you have a place by 15 December, and the fees of £60 pp will require to be paid very
soon thereafter, and at latest before the end of December to secure your place.
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If there is sufficient interest, the workshop will be re-run at a later date. So please do register your
interest even if you cannot attend the 3 March event. There is a place on the form to do this, so that
you can be informed promptly about later workshops.
Non-members may wish to consider joining NWDG so they can benefit from future NWDG training
events as well as all the other benefits of membership. An NWDG membership application form may
be downloaded from the NWDG website at www.nwdg.org.uk at the ‘Join Us’ page.

EXCURSION 2010
21-24 APRIL 2010: GREAT TROSSACHS FOREST
Ruth Anderson
Where?
The coming year’s excursion will take us to the imaginative and ambitious 100 square mile native
woodland restoration project of the Great Trossachs Forest which spans from Callander to Loch
Lomond (www.scottishforestalliance.org.uk/default.asp?page=TheGreatTrossachsForest). Plans for
the excursion are still evolving, but will include visits to the three “neighbours” involved in the Forest –
Woodland Trust Scotland at Glen Finglas, Forestry Commission Scotland at Loch Katrine, and Royal
Society for the Protection of Birds Scotland at Inversnaid on the east shore of Loch Lomond. We will
probably be based in Callander.
What?
For those less familiar with the area, the west end of Loch Katrine is a bit of a natural border where the
central southern highlands meet the west, so our voyagings will reveal a spectrum of different
woodland types – ancient semi-natural, long established plantation, newer planting and regeneration,
and wood pasture. The area is rich in history, with centuries of managed grazing (and this was Rob
Roy’s stamping ground), so the historical and cultural aspects of the various sites and their
management will be a theme throughout the excursion. Both FCS and WTS have cattle grazing their
woods, and restoration of wood pasture at the landscape scale is an objective. At Inversnaid, the aim
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is to expand existing woodland on the lochside by regeneration/planting, whilst managing for black
grouse and other birds.
When?
Wednesday 21st – Saturday 24th April 2010.
The event will kick off on the Wednesday evening with an introduction to the Great Trossachs Forest.
We will perhaps also hold the AGM this evening.
Thursday 22nd and Friday 23rd will be spent tramping the woods of Katrine and Inversnaid, with our
annual ceilidh on the Friday evening. Morning of Saturday 24th will be at Glen Finglas, finishing and
departing for home around lunchtime.
More info
Fuller details will follow on the website (www.nwdg.org.uk) and in the January mailing, and as usual,
early booking is advised. Any enquiries meantime, please contact Ruth Anderson on T. 01796 474327
or E. ruth@dundavie.wanadoo.co.uk

Old trees at Loch Katrine. Photo by Peter Quelch
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